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Malicious VSCode extensions with millions of installs
discovered

A group of Israeli researchers explored the security of the Visual Studio Code marketplace and

managed to "infect" over 100 organizations by trojanizing a copy of the popular 'Dracula O�cial

theme to include risky code. Further research into the VSCode Marketplace found thousands of

extensions with millions of installs.

Visual Studio Code (VSCode) is a source code editor published by Microsoft and used by many

professional software developers worldwide.

Microsoft also operates an extensions market for the IDE, called the Visual Studio Code

Marketplace, which offers add-ons that extend the application's functionality and provide more

customization options.
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More #News

Hackers exploit 2018 ThinkPHP �aws to install ‘Dama’ web shells

LastPass says 12-hour outage caused by bad Chrome extension update

Frontier warns 750,000 of a data breach after extortion threats

 

#Breach Log

Club Penguin fans breached Disney Con�uence server, stole 2.5GB of data

New York Times source code stolen using exposed GitHub token

DDoS attacks target EU political parties as elections begin

 

#Patch Time!

PHP �xes critical RCE �aw impacting all versions for Windows

Kali Linux 2024.2 released with 18 new tools, Y2038 changes

TikTok �xes zero-day bug used to hijack high-pro�le accounts

 

#Tech and #Tools

Apple to unveil new 'Passwords' password manager app for iPhones, Macs

Microsoft makes Windows Recall opt-in, secures data with Windows Hello

New Gitloker attacks wipe GitHub repos in extortion scheme
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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